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Podarcis tnuralis

Fig. zo6: Podnrcis tttttmlis hirs rrlnrost no striking colours, not cveu cluring the mating selrsorl

(Corfu torvn, errrlv Mav).
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Fig. zo7: Podtn'is ntrtntlis.
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Fig. zo8: Large Podar"cis murulis male with unusual pattern.

It has been suggested that P muralis also may occur along the Corfu coast further

norrh but there is no documentation to support this. The species can locally reach high

densities, but the population on Corfu is very small and may consist of as few as zo

adult individuals only. The Common wall lizard is a small species, reaching a total

length of about zo cm with the tail making up about zll.The body is rather flat and

the colour is usually light brown with white markings, especially on the chin and lips,

somerhing that is characteristic for this species. There are no green or blue colours and

the males arc similar to but slightly larger than the females. This species can be distin-

guished from A. nigropunctatusby lacking distinctly keeled dorsal scales and usually at

least some blue colouring of the chin, and from Podarcis tauricus by entirely lacking

green colours.
\ü7e have observed wall lizards from February to November, but they may well be

acrive on warm days even during the coldest months. It is a cold toleranr lizard and in

the sourh of its distribution it is more oFa mountain species and not usually found in

the lowlands and Corfu is a rarher unusual place for it. In general, it prefers dry sunny

habitats, but in the south parts of its distribution it can be found in more shaded

places. This good climber is predominantly found on walls and in trees. The Common

wall lizard feeds on a variery of small invertebrates. Males are territorial and especially

during the breeding season they may be involved in tough fights, chasing and bitine
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Map zr: Localities for Podarcis muralis.

each other. The species can lay several clutches with up to 12 eggs that hatch after z-3
months. fu with Podarcis species in general the Common wall Iizardwas placed in the
genus Lacerta for a long time. The subspecies found on Corfu is considered to be

Podarcis muralis albanica (Borr.v, rgrg).


